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1 IntroductionThe attraction of arti�cial evolutionary design techniques lies in the undisputed majestyof naturally evolved systems. That the organisms which populate the world { complex,economical, and robust solutions to evolutionary problems { were generated through aprocess of replication with variation is a supremely encouraging discovery. The develop-ment of man-made design processes fashioned in evolution's likeness o�ers us the chanceto harness and direct some of the creative power of evolution.However, the products of evolution are not necessarily the organisms that catch theevolutionary roboticist's eye. For example, evolution does not of necessity strive for com-plexity. This is attested to by the multitude of simple organisms prevalent on this planet.Similarly, although economy is the norm amongst evolved creatures, there exist selectivepressures which are capable of producing energetic, opulent and costly extravagance (Za-havi, 1975). Further, although the vast majority of the solutions to life's trials arrived atvia the evolutionary process are robust systems towards which, as a designer, one mightdirect ones admiration, there is evidence to suggest that evolution is equally capable ofgenerating systems which should fail to satisfy the evolutionary roboticist's project.Consider the problem encountered by Clever Hans, the counting horse. Hans wasrequired to tap his foot a number of times to indicate the answers to simple sums. Hansarrived at a solution to this problem that I will term `fragile'. Rather than actuallyperforming the calculation, Hans merely tapped his foot until his trainer gave a slight,unintentional signal. As Hans' trainer always gave this signal when Hans had tappedthe correct number of times, Hans always got the answer right. This solution is fragilebecause trivial changes in the problem which should not a�ect Hans' performance, suchas removing the trainer from Hans' line of sight, will destroy Hans' `mathematical' ability.Note that Hans' solution is still robust under a fairly wide range of circumstances includingchanges in the weather, the clothing of his trainer, etc. Fragility is thus subjective, anda matter of degree.Evolution appears to have weeded out fragile solutions, having demanded of its cre-ations that they satisfy reproductive demands in a wide variety of hostile, unpredictablesituations, and indeed this is, on the whole, the case. However, such robustness is not aproduct of the evolutionary process, so much as the selective pressure under which mostof natural evolution's subjects have toiled. In exceptional cases, evolution can producesystems as fragile as Hans' claims to numeracy.If such systems exist in nature (and I will attempt to show that they do), how are weto avoid generating them in our attempts to evolve systems which are solutions to designproblems? How can an evolutionary roboticist guarantee robust solutions? In answeringthese questions it will be useful to consider evolutionary biology's notion of co-evolutionand how arti�cial evolution measures up to it.2 Co-evolutionary DesignGenetic Algorithms (GAs) are a design/optimisation technique inspired by natural evo-lution (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1975). The bare essentials of evolutionary theory (selec-2



tion, reproduction, variation, �tness, etc.) are idealised and applied to arti�cial geneticmaterial in an attempt to evolve solutions to problems. Genetic algorithms, like otheroptimisation techniques, are often thought of as traversing landscapes. A potential so-lution is represented as a point in such a landscape, the height of which corresponds toits `�tness' { the extent to which it solves the problem. Fitness can either increase withheight or increase with depth. For the remainder of this paper I will adopt the formerconvention.Genetic algorithms typically work with a population of solutions scattered across the�tness landscape which gradually converge on one of the �tness maxima. The �tnesslandscape is �xed by the designer of the GA when she decides how she will assess thepotential solutions in the population. For example, if evolving a bridge design, the GAdesigner may specify �tness as being a function of some measure of safety, a measure oftra�c capacity, and a measure of cost. As such a function does not change throughoutthe evolution process, the �tness landscape can be regarded as static, i.e. a potentialsolution with �tness x will always have �tness x independent of its peers or the passingof time. Indeed almost all optimisation techniques traverse static �tness landscapes.A fundamental problem for the designer of genetic algorithms is specifying the problemthat is to be solved, in terms of a �tness function, in a manner that allows incrementalsteps towards a solution to be rewarded. If the �tness function, a metric which is used toassess the degree to which a solution solves the problem, is not so constructed, the geneticalgorithm may spend periods of time on plateaux with no method of discriminatingbetween competing solutions, or favour solutions which are evolutionary blind alleysleading to local maxima from which it is hard to escape, or su�er from excessively `noisy'�tness landscapes which are prohibitive of incremental progress.In contrast to these static landscapes, natural evolution works on a dynamic �tnesslandscape (Bullock, 1995). Over evolutionary time the �tness of a phenotype (solution)may change radically. What was a winning strategy (e.g. eating ora of type A) becomes`out of date' as conspeci�cs, predators, resources, etc. change through their own evolu-tion. The resulting co-evolution, the evolution of systems in response to each other, can bethought of as ensuring that an organism's evolutionary goal-posts (maxima in the �tnesslandscape) move. Rather than work towards the solution of some �xed problem, organ-isms are constantly adapting (over evolutionary time) to each other, their surroundings,etc. which are themselves adapting in response.The possibility of arti�cial co-evolutionary design techniques o�ers the opportunity tocircumvent the problems associated with static �tness landscapes by automatically mov-ing the GA's evolutionary `goal-posts', gradually changing the problem as the populationmoves over a dynamically changing �tness landscape. What are the prospects for suchan automatic co-evolutionary approach? Initial work in this area is thin on the ground,but can be divided into two camps.Arti�cial, co-evolutionary paradigms concerned with modelling natural phenomenasuch as communication include seminal work by Werner and Dyer (1991), in which maleand female animats co-evolved signal production and signal interpretation protocols in asimple animat-world, allowing immobile females to attract blind males. Although researchparadigms involving such idealised worlds are fraught with di�culties (Cli� & Bullock,3



1993), studies such as this laid the groundwork for subsequent, more theoretical, co-evolutionary studies of parental imprinting (Todd & Miller, 1993), aggressive signalling(de Bourcier & Wheeler, 1994), predator-prey co-evolution (Miller & Cli�, 1994), sexualselection (Miller, 1994), and co-evolutionary analysis tools (Cli� & Miller, 1995).Additionally, my own research (e.g. Bullock (unpublished)), involving the use ofco-evolutionary simulations as modelling tools for behavioural ecology, augments suche�orts, currently exploring evolved communication, both natural and arti�cial. Althoughsuch work is theoretical in avour, as the nature of arti�cial co-evolution is uncovered, andthe intricacies of natural co-evolution are appreciated, implications of a more practicalnature, particularly in the �eld of evolutionary robotics, seem inevitable. However, it isto the second group of research e�orts that this paper is primarily addressed.This second embryonic research programme is concerned with utilising arti�cial, co-evolutionary paradigms in the design of useful systems. In contrast to the theoreticaldrive of the co-evolutionary simulations mentioned above, these research projects arepractical, pragmatic attempts to engineer solutions to real-world problems. Initial workin this area includes research by Hillis (1990) and Robbins (1994), in which parasites areused to increase the performance of arti�cial agents, and Husbands (1993), in which theco-evolution of shop-oor schedules was explored. Such work, however, is in its infancy.The incremental approach of Harvey, Husbands, and Cli� (1994) can be seen as anattempt to use co-evolution in the design of autonomous agents. The agents involvedinitially face a simple sensory-motor problem, which is incrementally made more di�cultin an e�ort to coax complex behaviour from systems which could not be evolved fromscratch. Such sca�olding techniques are reminiscent of the parent-child interactions thatfacilitate infant development (Rutkowska, 1994).However, the hand-cranked nature of such sca�olding requires the presence of a humandesigner `in the loop' and, potentially, the tasks of specifying the incremental goals thatallow evolution to reach solutions to complex problems could itself become as problematicas designing the agents manually. However, a more general problem may be inherent insuch co-evolutionary approaches. Before describing this problem in more detail, thenatural co-evolution of predators and their prey must be considered.3 Predator-Prey Co-evolutionPredator-prey evolutionary dynamics exhibit what behavioural ecologists have termed`evolutionary arms races'. For example, the development of higher acuity in a predatormay be countered by the evolution of camouage in a prey, teeth and claws provokecarapaces and scales, toxins demand antidotes, etc., etc.Such arms races result in highly developed behavioural skills and complicated mor-phology. This complexity is the result of the increasing demands placed on organismsby their environment (including their conspeci�cs, predators, prey, etc.). The huntingskill and speed of the peregrine falcon, for example, could not have evolved without theconcurrent evolution of the perceptual capacity and escape capabilities of its prey.Does any kind of co-adaptation qualify as co-evolution? Daniel Janzen (1980) distin-guishes between true co-evolution and what he terms \di�use" co-evolution. He de�nes4



the former as continued, speci�c, reciprocal, evolutionary change, i.e. continued evo-lutionary change in one speci�c trait of one population in response to the continued,reciprocal, evolutionary change of one speci�c trait possessed by another population. Incontrast, di�use co-evolution is continued, non-speci�c, reciprocal, evolutionary change,in which a trait of one population changes over evolutionary time in response to a groupof traits possessed by another population (which may contain several species).For example, the evolution of egg-mimicry and egg-discrimination in species of birdthat respectively perpetrate and su�er the dumping of eggs in foreign nests is an ex-ample of true co-evolution in that the traits have evolved speci�cally for the purposeof brood-parasitism and defeating brood-parasitism respectively. Experimentation showsthat species beyond the normal range of host-parasites show less strong egg-discriminationthan those which routinely su�er egg-dumping, whilst species not subjected to such par-asitism show little discriminatory ability at all (Davies, Bourke, & de L. Brooke, 1989).Further, groups within a species of parasite which di�er genetically may evolve mimeticegg patterns speci�c to di�erent hosts.Conversely, although the hard, ridged shells of many crustaceans are the result ofthe continued, evolutionary escalation of shell breaching mechanisms employed by theirpredators, these impregnability traits have evolved in response to a group of traits in anumber of predatory species (a variety of shell piercing/crushing techniques), rather thanone speci�c trait (e.g. pincers) and are thus examples of di�use co-evolution (see Endler,1991, for further examples).In fact, under Janzen's de�nitions, it is hard to �nd any instances of co-adaptedpredator-prey traits that can be classed as the product of true co-evolution. For example,the speed and strength of feline predators did not evolve solely in response to the escapetactics of their prey, but under a more general, \di�use" selective pressure that favouredfaster and stronger cats for a variety of reasons. Similarly, the discriminatory abilities ofpredators tend to be general ones rather than the egg-specialised systems of cuckoldrysu�erers.In contrast, there is evidence to suggest that much parasite-host co-evolution is trueco-evolution. As well as the egg-dumping research mentioned above, ant colony parasitismby alien queens, and mammalian ectoparasites all feature co-evolved traits (Endler, 1991).Endler explores a number of reasons to account for the di�erences between predator-prey and parasitic arms races. Firstly, whilst predators typically exploit many preyspecies, most parasites are host-speci�c. This ensures that specialisation by predators isdi�cult whilst parasites experience a \more consistent and simpler selection pressure"(pp.195), allowing the genesis of speci�c adaptations to their host species to occur moreeasily. Predators practicing apostatic selection, preferentially over-exploiting the morefrequent prey types, and switching between preferred prey-types as prey densities change,will also experience less selective pressure for specialised traits. As parasites kill theirprey more rarely, and thus spend more evolutionary time concentrating on one species,apostatic e�ects are a less signi�cant pressure.Predators encounter generalised defences more frequently than specialised ones asthey typically occur earlier in the predation sequence { the series of stages that mustbe passed through before a predator consumes a prey item. The predator must pro-5



ceed from Encounter, through Detection, Identi�cation, Approach, and Subjugation toConsumption of the prey, and will be confronted with various defences along the way.For example, at the level of Encounter, hiding, alertness, and acuity are typical defencesutilised by many prey types, but at the Subjugation/Consumption end of the sequencedefences are typically speci�c to prey types (e.g. emetic unpalatability causing vomiting,spines, dispensible body parts, mobbing, etc.). This implies that adaptation to generaldefences may be more pro�table for predators than evolving to defeat more specialisedtraits, but does not generalise to parasite-host scenarios.The life/dinner principle (Dawkins & Krebs, 1979) suggests that the selective pressureon prey is much stronger than on predators. If a predator fails to secure a prey item ithas lost its lunch, but if a prey item fails to avoid being secured by a predator, it has lostits life. As Dawkins and Krebs point out \A fox may reproduce after losing a race againsta rabbit. No rabbit has ever reproduced after losing a race against a fox" (pp.59). Againthis e�ect is weakened in the parasite-host situation as the host is killed less frequently.Finally, prey species bene�t in their struggle with predators from their superior num-bers and, typically, their shorter breeding cycle. Both these factors allow faster evolutionof prey than predators. As parasite numbers may equal and in many cases exceed those oftheir hosts, and their breeding cycles are not necessarily longer than those of their hosts,parasite evolution may proceeded at rates equal to or greater than those of their hosts.This ensures that host adaptations may be matched blow for blow by parasites and insome cases comfortably `out-evolved' by fast-breeding, numerous, parasitic organisms.4 ImplicationsThe di�erences between the evolutionary niches of the predators and parasites describedabove, and the resultant di�erences in both their behaviour and morphology hold a lessonfor evolutionary robotics. Simplifying the �ndings described in the previous section, onecan construct two idealised, stereotypical niche styles, Predator and Parasite. WhilstPredators cope with environmental change through recourse to exible, general-purposeskills, Parasites have settled into niches that allow them the luxury of specialised, brittlelife-styles. In the terminology of Section 1, Parasites are fragile solutions to the trials oflife whilst Predatory solutions are robust 1.What is wrong with the Parasitic lifestyle? In what sense is it brittle or fragile? Itis evolutionarily successful, admirably economic, and at times breathtakingly complex.Granted, from the point of view of the behavioural ecologist the Parasite is no worse than1It must be reiterated here that the notions involved in this discussion are not dichotomies. They aregradated. No evolved system is truly general purpose. For example, although the vision system possessedby humans is a very exible and general mechanism, it has limits, and may throw no light on the designprinciples of some extra-terrestrial vision system consisting of a tri-focal, x-ray-sensitive device. Similarly,no naturally evolved system is completely parasitic. Even Clever Hans' fragile foot-tapping displays acertain degree of exibility. Further, judgements of fragility and robustness are subjective in that theyare made with respect to some pre-given task or domain. If one is evolving discriminatory abilities aspart of a limited-scope egg recognition system, one may be convinced of the robustness of a quite simple,egg-speci�c visual system. However, if a system is evolved as part of an endeavour to design a moregeneral visual mechanism, more of it might be required before its robustness could be asserted.6



any other style of niche. However, I would assert that evolutionary robotics is aiming forPredatory solutions to the problems it addresses rather than Parasitic ones. Parasitessucceed in a manner that is inadmissible from the point of view of evolutionary robotics.As we saw in the previous section, they succeed through superior reproductive advantageand relatively simple selective pressure.These two factors allow Parasites to eschew general-purpose solutions to the prob-lems confronting them, in favour of specialised solutions that can be changed at a ratecomparable to that of their hosts' counter-solutions.Imagine a Parasitic bridge design, it has evolved speci�cally to exploit the river itspans, and the tra�c that crosses it. If one challenges such a Parasite with environmentalchange within its lifetime it will most likely fail. Such a bridge will not adapt to span adi�erent river. \So what?", one may retort, \It was evolved to span River X and carryTra�c Y". Further, if one examines such a Parasite in order to discover some generaldesign principle, one will most likely be left dissatis�ed. The characteristics of sucha bridge which contribute to it being a good bridge will be indistinguishable from thecharacteristics which make it a good Bridge-Over-The-River-X-With-Tra�c-Y.Such solutions are analogous to that of Clever Hans. Whilst perhaps being adequate,they will not reveal general purpose principles because they do not succeed through theadoption of general-purpose principles.If arti�cial co-evolutionary design is to avoid generating solutions analogous to theparasites discussed above, care must be taken to avoid scenarios in which arti�cial agentsenjoy a numerical and reproductive advantage over the problems they are posed, andin which the selective pressure they experience is relatively simple. The slow-moving�tness landscapes that result from such scenarios pose no threat to the Parasitic lifestyle,being equivalent to the true co-evolutionary situations described in the previous section.The only �tness landscape which fosters Predatory solutions is one that is relatively fastmoving and promotes di�use co-evolution.Interestingly one of the �rst studies of arti�cial co-evolution (Hillis, 1990) featuredjust such a fast-moving landscape. Hillis attempted to evolve list-sorting algorithms for�xed-length lists and assessed each solution with a sub-set of the total number of possiblelists. The population of solutions was arranged on a toroidal gird and mating was limitedto near neighbours. This resulted in �t algorithms spreading across the grid until eitherone algorithm �lled the entire world or a number of algorithms maintained territoriesseparated by a boundary of non-viable o�spring.He subsequently found that if the test-sets were placed under evolutionary controland distributed across a similar toroidal grid, with each test-set scored according to thethe number of lists in the test-set that were incorrectly sorted by the algorithm in thecorresponding grid location, the resultant co-evolution produced better sorting algorithmsin less time. Grid areas populated by a certain algorithm would promote test-sets whichdefeated it, thus applying strong selective pressure to even the best algorithms. Similarly,easy test-sets would be driven to extinction by �t algorithms, thus guaranteeing thegeneration of the most di�cult test-sets.As the rates of evolution of both algorithm and test-set were comparable, the �tnesslandscape of each population was changing at a reasonably fast rate. Over evolutionary7



time solutions to the sorting problem were not allowed to exploit the weaknesses of onetest-set but were placed under di�use selective pressure by a number of di�erent test-sets.5 ConclusionIn conclusion, two broad claims have been made within this paper. The �rst is that co-evolutuionary design techniques are a useful way of dealing with the problems associatedwith static �tness landscapes. The second is that co-evolution will only produce fragilesolutions unless it is of a di�use nature. I intend neither of these points to be dogmaticas they are by no means applicable to every research programme. For example, if onecan construct a good static �tness landscape, one that allows a GA to move towards, andeventually reach, an optimal solution, then co-evolutionary techniques may be superuous(although even in this case they may accelerate the optimization process). Similarly, if,for some reason, fragile solutions are acceptable, the demand for di�use selective pressureneed not be met.Indeed, in the case of the Parasitic Bridge described in the previous section, it maywell be that a fragile solution is perfectly acceptable, as the general design principlesunderlying bridge building are well known. No extrapolation from the Parasitic Bridgeto further bridge building e�orts is necessary.However, if ones evolutionary design is in any way exploratory, if one is working ina domain which is little understood, in a domain in which early successes must justifyinvestment in the similar procurement of later successes, if one thus wishes to makeclaims of solutions arrived at through evolutionary design concerning the potential forsuch evolutionary design, to make general claims concerning classes of solution and theunderlying principles that unify them, then one had better be sure that the solutionsupon which one bases such claims are not Parasitic. Because Parasitic solutions admit ofno such claims. Clever Hans was not the �rst step on some road to a theory of animaladdition.AcknowledgementsMany thanks to Inman Harvey, Phil Husbands and Richard Vaughan for discussion of theissues addressed herein, to Julia Hutchison for her numeracy, and Dave Cli� for commentson a previous draft.ReferencesBullock, S. G. (unpublished) Sex, Lies and Ideolects: Simulating the evolution of decep-tive courtship displays. In The Simulation of Adaptive Behaviour as a BehaviouralEcology Modelling Tool. Unpublished Research Proposal.Bullock, S. G. (1995). Dynamic �tness landscapes. In de Bourcier, P., Lemmen, R., &Thompson, A. (Eds.), The Seventh White House Papers: Graduate research in theCognitive and Computing Sciences at Sussex. University of Sussex.8
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